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ranslation memory databases (compilations of texts linked with their translations) can be valuable resources
in the process of translating subsequent texts. This article explores the circumstances under which such
compilations might be considered sufficiently original to attract copyright protection that is independent of any
copyright already subsisting in the underlying translations and source texts. Various characteristics of the tools and
the translation industry in general make the analysis highly fact-specific; whether particular translation memory
databases attract protection, and, if so, who can claim to be their ‘‘authors’’, must be evaluated on a case-by-case
basis. Any protection that is granted may be significantly restricted by the competing layers of copyright in the
contents of the database. Ultimately, granting protection at the database level does little to promote the goals of
copyright law. Reforms of the translation industry’s traditional business model are recommended to enable a
greater pooling of linguistic resources among translation professionals without prejudice to their clients’ legitimate
interests in protecting confidential information and benefiting economically from their property rights.

I. Introduction

licensing practices that have created this problem, and
recommending adjustments that could maximize value
from the information while respecting the rights of all
stakeholders: translators, translation agencies, and clients.

T

ranslators are increasingly using computer-assisted
translation (CAT) tools both as research aids and to
increase their productivity. 1 One such tool, in particular,
has received considerable attention in the past decade:
translation memory 2 (TM) 3 software. Translation
memory is a database tool 4 for storing previously translated texts connected with their original texts, also
known as source texts, so that the translator can quickly
answer questions such as, ‘‘Have I translated something
like this before, and if so, how?’’
I will review the features of TM databases and consider the legal basis for granting them protection under
the Copyright Act. I will also consider who might be
entitled to the right, and the extent to which the scope of
that right may be limited by pre-existing copyright in the
stored texts as well as conflicting contract and confidentiality rights.
These compilations of archived translations contain
extensive linguistic information that is potentially valuable both to translation providers and their clients.
Because of the way the current industry model is structured, most of this information ends up locked away
after its initial use. I will conclude by examining the
copyright and confidentiality issues and assignment and

II. How Translation Memory Works

T

M tools come in many forms, but they need to
perform two essential functions to earn the name:
the ‘‘alignment ’’ of source and target texts, and
‘‘matching’’, the comparison of two source texts for similarity at approximately the sentence level. Both of these
tasks are basic for humans, but extraordinarily difficult
for computers. What makes a French sentence
‘‘equivalent’’ to an English sentence for the purposes of
alignment? What does it mean for two English sentences
to be ‘‘similar’’ in a way that will be useful for a translator? How do we even come close to approximating
these processes in an algorithm?
The leading TM developers, 5 working independently, have come to very different solutions to these
problems, 6 and some of the differences in design may
affect the copyright analysis. The principal difference lies
in how the data is stored. In some of the tools, an individual cell in the database contains a single sentence or
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sentence fragment, along with its translated equivalent.
The text as a whole is not preserved. 7 I will call these
‘‘sentence-type TMs’’. In other cases, an individual cell in
the database comprises the full source text along with
the full target text (this is known as a ‘‘bitext’’). 8 I will call
these ‘‘bitext-type TMs’’. 9

III. Translation Memory and
Copyright

F
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or years, translators and their clients have been
asking ‘‘Who owns TMs?’’ Is it the translator who
produced the translation, or the client who paid for it?
Some researchers, such as Bowker, 10 have alluded to this
problem in passing, while others, such as Topping, 11
have explored it in the context of ethics. Although everyone recognizes this as a copyright issue, the hybrid
features of translation memory databases defy easy
analogy with more familiar objects of copyright protection.
Currently, the problem is avoided through contract.
According to Paula Shannon of Lionbridge, a leading
provider of translation and globalization services,
the current industry practice is for the client to take the
rights by contract to any potential copyright in TM
databases, regardless of where the copyright might actually
originate. This is accomplished either through the broadest
definition of work for hire, as in the U.S., or called out as a
specific deliverable. In addition, most of the clients will
identify this deliverable as constituting their intellectual
property, subjecting it to additional restrictions. 12

It is understandable that clients would want to protect
their investment. Translators, however, are generally in
favour of sharing TMs in order to maximize their productivity. A perusal of the postings on electronic discussion boards, such as TranslatorsCafé.com, reveals that
many translators believe they should have ownership of
the TM since they are the ones putting their time and
effort into building it up. Meanwhile, agencies tend to
feel that sharing TMs is not ethical because the clients
would not appreciate having exactly the same content in
their texts as their competition. 13
Topping also offers some general advice, noting that
‘‘the laws which apply to translation database ownership
are murky’’ and suggesting ‘‘if you are a translator, be
honourable about which translation databases you share,
and careful about how you apply databases you have not
created’’; if you are a translation agency, ‘‘create a sharing
policy’’; and if you are a client, ‘‘ask your vendors about
their sharing policies’’. 14

A. Layers of Copyright Protection
The most obvious complicating factor is that TM
databases are made up of texts that are themselves potentially subject to copyright protection. A TM easily falls
within the definition of compilation in the Copyright
Act, 15 which means that an independent copyright in the
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TM as a whole cannot override the copyright that may
already exist in the individual works it contains. 16 In
other words, rights with respect to the TM may only be
exercised to the extent that such exercise does not
infringe the copyright in the individual texts.
This situation is not unfamiliar to copyright analysis; we need only think of more traditional composite
works such as newspapers and film. More recently, it has
become a central focus in studies of multimedia products. Multimedia products probably provide the most
fruitful analogy to TM databases. Irini A. Stamatoudi
describes their layers as follows:
The three essential layers of protection with regard to a
multimedia product are: (1) the protection of the contents
of a multimedia product, (2) the multimedia product itself
(as a compilation of the works it includes, but not necessarily protection as such from the point of view of intellectual
property), and (3) the protection of its technical base.
Although this distinction of parts in a multimedia product is
theoretically possible, in practice it is not always clear. [. . .]
This is undoubtedly an area which stresses the need for
flexibility as far as legal regulation of information technology is concerned. Moreover, any problems regarding the
protection of any one of these three layers will inevitably
have repercussions on the other two. All three layers have to
co-exist in regulative harmony in order for the creation and
proper functioning of the product not to be impeded. 17

In the context of TMs, the first layer will almost
always have to be considered. It is possible to have a TM
made up entirely of texts that are in the public domain,
either because the term of protection has expired, or
because they were never subject to copyright protection.
However, typical TMs contain at least some protected
source texts. Texts need to be in digital format for use in
a TM, and it may be prohibitively expensive to digitize
texts whose copyright has expired. Also, older texts that
have been digitized are often literary texts, which are not
well suited to use in TMs because their contents are not
likely to be repeated in future texts. Finally, by definition,
public-domain source texts need to be linked to their
translations, which may themselves still be protected.
The second layer is the principal focus of this paper,
if we compare the TM to ‘‘the multimedia product
itself’’. 18 Stamatoudi rightly points out that while we are
necessarily concerned with protecting this layer, such
protection does not necessarily have to come in the form
of an intellectual property right. Whether or not the
database is sufficiently original to qualify for its own
copyright protection is only one part of the story; contract, confidentiality, and technological protection measures must all be considered as well.
The third layer is perhaps less problematic in the
TM context than in the multimedia context. Unlike
with some of the multimedia tools examined by Stamatoudi, it is relatively easy to separate the analysis of
intellectual property protection for TM software itself
from the analysis of the databases it is used to create. On
the other hand, we cannot ignore the ‘‘technical base’’
altogether. As discussed in Part II above, its features differ
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from one product to another in ways that could potentially affect the analysis of the first two layers, particularly
the first. 19

B. Copyright in Translation Memory
Databases
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i. Translation memory as compilation: database or
collective work?
Copyright protection in Canada is solely statutory, 20
so we must look to the Copyright Act (the Act) to determine whether a given work is subject to protection. Section 5 of the Act states that subject to certain conditions,
‘‘copyright shall subsist in Canada, for the term hereinafter mentioned, in every original literary, dramatic,
musical and artistic work’’. 21 If the first layer of source
texts and translated texts is protected, it is because those
texts fall easily into the category of literary works.
Characterizing the database itself so that it fits into
section 5 is somewhat trickier. If we look to the definitions in section 2, we see that ‘‘‘literary work’ includes
tables, computer programs, and compilations of literary
works ’’ (emphasis added). 22 A compilation is defined as
(a) a work resulting from the selection or arrangement of
literary, dramatic, musical or artistic works or of parts
thereof, or
(b) a work resulting from the selection or arrangement of
data; 23

Paragraph (a) of the compilation definition is meant
to cover collective works and paragraph (b) is meant to
cover databases. 24 Databases are not specifically defined
in the Act, but ‘‘collective works’’ are defined as follows:
(a) an encyclopaedia, dictionary, year book or similar work,
(b) a newspaper, review, magazine or similar periodical, and
(c) any work written in distinct parts by different authors, or
in which works or parts of works of different authors are
incorporated; 25

Paragraph (c) seems to be a perfect description of
TMs. How, then, do we explain that a TM feels more like
a database than a collective work? It would never occur
to a translator or a client to refer to a TM as collective
work, and the use of the term ‘‘database’’ in this context
is now firmly entrenched in the industry.
The answer can be found by considering the purpose of the translation memory. The value of a TM to a
translator is generally not in the ideas expressed in the
texts stored therein. Of course, they may help the translator gain an understanding of the subject matter, which
can be of some assistance, but a few minutes of Internet
searching will often accomplish the same thing. The
reason that the source and target texts are linked to one
another is that they then are able to express a relationship of linguistic equivalence, which is what is valuable
to the translator. Even a collection of the translated texts
alone is of very little assistance. Although any given translation is supposed to be a foreign-language equivalent of
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its source text, the translation standing alone is not a
fixed expression of this equivalence. 26
One might be tempted to call a TM a database on
the basis that each cell expresses the ‘‘fact’’ that fragment
X of the source text is the linguistic equivalent of fragment Y of the target text. 27 However, the flaw in that
analysis is that it does not sufficiently take into account
the highly contextual nature of linguistic equivalence.
Take the following fragment of French source text:
‘‘Un, deux, trois, j’irai dans les bois’’. Imagining that this
fragment has occurred several times in a given database,
we might plausibly find one or more of the following
connected to it in various cells:
(a) One, two, three, I am going into the forest
(b) 1, 2, 3, I’m off to the woods
(c) One, two, three, into the woods I flee
(d) One, two, buckle my shoe
(e) One, two, three, I am going into the words
(f) One, two, three, I am going into the drink.
Is it a ‘‘fact’’ that each of these is linguistically
equivalent to the French? The answer is probably yes for
examples (a) through (d), depending on the purpose of
the translation. If the goal is to produce a literal translation, many variations of (a) or (b) would do the job. We
can see already that it would be a mistake to talk about
‘‘ the linguistic equivalent’’ of a fragment of text, and this
holds for the most mundane sentences as well as for
nursery rhymes.
If the purpose is to preserve most of the literal
meaning of the original text but with any necessary
slides in connotation for the sake of preserving rhythm
and rhyme (‘‘I flee’’ is a semantic stretch), then (c) could
be considered equivalent. Finally, the author may simply
have been trying to convey a familiar counting rhyme, in
which case (d) would be the best translation for a
Western English-language audience.
Examples (e) and (f), which are meant to illustrate
errors that might be made by an inattentive translator or
by machine translation respectively (the former introducing a typographical error and the latter mistaking the
noun ‘‘bois’’ for the verb), 28 are unlikely to be considered
linguistically equivalent to the French in any context. But
the translator looking at the TM is intelligent enough to
know what was meant, so even these may be useful. 29
Errors can also be repaired by future users of the
database, which would increase the number of true
equivalents it contains.
Instead of characterizing the ‘‘facts’’ in a TM as ‘‘facts
of linguistic equivalence’’ between the connected bits of
source- and target-language text in each cell, a more
nuanced approach would be to think of a TM as a
compilation of facts that ‘‘a translator at some time considered this fragment of target text to be linguistically
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equivalent to this fragment of source text in a particular
context’’.
This may be a somewhat less elegant description of
a class of facts than ‘‘the telephone numbers of all dentists practising in St. John’s, Newfoundland in 2006’’, but
as the latter case shows, elegance is a relative standard,
and it is not our first priority. The above description of
the facts seems accurate, and it has the virtue of reconciling our conflicting intuitions about the nature of
databases and the nature of translation. This is the information that is truly valuable to translators, even if they
are merely seeking inspiration for a similar or identical
fragment that must be translated in an entirely new
context, and TMs are specifically designed to provide it.
ii. The standard of originality
Just because our TM can be classified as a work
under the Act does not mean that it automatically qualifies for copyright protection. Section 5 specifies that subject to certain conditions, all original works will be protected for a term.
Although this paper focuses on the Canadian context in particular, it is important when looking at translation issues to look abroad, as well. It is not unusual for
translators to work with clients in several different countries, or for large clients to deal with translators in more
than one country. Originality is a touchstone requirement of copyright regimes, 30 which makes sense if the
purpose of copyright is to promote the creation and
dissemination of works of the intellect. 31 It is clearly
written into Canadian and U.S. copyright legislation, 32
and although it does not appear as a stated requirement
in the international Berne Convention for the Protection
of Literary and Artistic Works, 33
[t]he records of various diplomatic conferences adopting and
revising the Berne Convention reflect that the reason why
Article 2(1) of the Convention does not state explicitly that
works are intellectual creations is that that element of the
notion of works was considered to be evident. 34

It is generally accepted that the work must at the
very least ‘‘originate from the author’’, 35 as opposed to
being copied from another author, and that artistic merit
and innovation constitute too high a standard. 36 There is
some divergence, though, between the interpretations of
originality among jurisdictions. The United Kingdom
has traditionally adopted a low ‘‘sweat of the brow’’
threshold, whereby skill and labour combined with an
absence of copying are sufficient to qualify a work for
protection. 37 However, Daniel J. Gervais argues that the
United Kingdom may currently be moving toward a
more demanding threshold under the influence of the
European Union. 38
The U.S. Supreme Court set a higher threshold in
Feist Publications v. Rural Telephone Service Company,
Inc., 39 stating that ‘‘[o]riginal, as the term is used in copyright, means only that the work was independently created by the author (as opposed to copied from other
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works), and that it possesses at least some minimal
degree of creativity’’. 40 The Court holds that this is still
low, and that ‘‘the vast majority of compilations’’ 41 will
presumably pass the test, but that ‘‘[t]here remains a
narrow category of works in which the creative spark is
utterly lacking or so trivial as to be virtually nonexistent’’. 42
The Supreme Court of Canada recently reinterpreted the test for originality in CCH Canadian Limited
v. Law Society of Upper Canada (CCH), coming down
somewhere in between the two poles:
[A]n original work under the Copyright Act is one that
originates from an author and is not copied from another
work. [. . .] In addition, an original work must be the product
of an author’s exercise of skill and judgment. The exercise of
skill and judgment required to produce the work must not
be so trivial that it could be characterized as a purely
mechanical exercise. While creative works will by definition
be ‘‘original’’ and covered by copyright, creativity is not
required to make a work ‘‘original’’. 43

Most of the debate about where the line actually lies
arises when looking at factual compilations, i.e.,
databases, which ‘‘usually hover and sometimes inch past
the threshold’’. 44 Even with the high U.S. standard, it is
possible for factual compilations to possess the requisite
originality. In fact, most databases judicially considered
in the United States since the decision in Feist have been
found to be sufficiently original. 45
Before applying the standard of originality to TM
databases, it is important to remember that we are not
applying it to the expression of ideas in the texts contained in the database. Those texts are literary works
subject to their own copyright protection at a different
level. Compilations ‘‘are considered to be authored
through a process of ‘selection and arrangement’’’, as
opposed to ‘‘the act of writing, drafting or composing’’ a
work. 46 The ‘‘selection and arrangement’’ wording,
which we saw above in the Act’s definition of a compilation, 47 affects the infringement analysis: instead of
assessing the works for substantial similarity, ‘‘the focus
of attention is on the author’s original selection and
arrangement of elements, and nothing more’’. 48
iii. Applying the standard of originality to
translation memories
We have to look at how TMs are built to identify
parts of the process that might involve the requisite level
of skill and judgment. First, texts must be gathered to
feed the database. Each text must be available in both
the source and target languages, and both versions must
be in electronic format. Texts could be selected by the
client from among internal documents, selected by the
translator or team of translators from among their own
past translations, or obtained by either party from the
public domain or from other sources under fair dealing
provisions or with authorization from the copyright
holders.
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Next, the source texts have to be ‘‘aligned’’ with
their corresponding target texts. Automatic alignment is
a feature common to all translation memory software,
but each tool handles the task somewhat differently.
Alignment tools rarely give perfect results (although they
are rapidly improving), so it is usually necessary for a
human to edit the alignments to get optimal results from
the database. As difficult as the task can be for a computer, alignment would qualify as a ‘‘purely mechanical
exercise’’ for the purposes of our standard of originality.
Any bilingual human being could perform the task easily
for his or her language combination, and different
people would make the same alignments, even without
specialized language training.

In the initial selection of texts to feed the database,
technical concerns may limit one’s choices. In a case
where there are not sufficient resources to convert texts
into digital format, the translator and/or client will be
limited to those texts for which both the source and
target texts are available in electronic format. If only a
small number of these exist, which may well be the case,
it may be worthwhile to enter them all into the database,
since even texts generally unrelated to the new text may
provide useful examples of general language translation
here and there. If significant numbers of texts are available, which may be the case for very large clients or for
translation providers with large translation archives, a
selection of texts will have to be carried out at the outset.

At this point, the database is usable. However, its
performance can still be improved considerably with
post-editing. As we saw above, there may be mistakes in
some of the cells. Typographical errors in the source text
are problematic because they make it more difficult for
the TM tool to identify a fragment of text as similar to
the one currently being translated. Typographical errors
or translation errors in the target text can also be problematic, since some TM tools have a feature whereby all
perfect matches in the source text will be automatically
replaced by their corresponding translations stored in
the database. These errors get reproduced in the new
text, either slowing down the revision process, or not
getting caught at all. Finally, while some fragment pairs
may be technically error-free, they may not be helpful,
either because the same pair occurs over and over again,
or because the solution appropriate in the context of the
earlier translation is so unlikely ever to be appropriate
again that its presence in the database will only distract
the translator. An experienced translator will have developed a sense of which cells are likely to create ‘‘noise’’
during the translation process, and can increase the efficiency of the tool by deleting them from the database.

Assessing which texts are most likely to be relevant
for future tasks does require making non-obvious
choices. The task can require even more judgment or
creativity when there are resources available to digitize
texts, which usually increases the universe of possibilities
considerably. Finally, identifying and locating relevant
bilingual material from the public domain can require
subject-matter expertise and advanced research skills.

To meet a low ‘‘sweat of the brow’’ standard of
originality, a TM database would simply have to be sufficiently large. However, it is not clear exactly how large
the database would have to be to qualify for protection.
It may be possible to create a database that fails to meet
even this lowest standard, if one exercises no judgment
in the selection of texts, 49 relies only on the automatic
alignment tool, and does no post-editing.
If it is possible to build a TM that fails to meet even
the lowest standard of originality, is it equally possible to
build one that meets the highest standard? Here we
must look to the U.S. standard, which requires a ‘‘creative
spark’’. 50 The Second Circuit elaborated on the meaning
of creative selection or arrangement in Matthew Bender
& Co. v. West Publishing Co., reaffirming that ‘‘neither
novelty nor invention is a requisite for copyright protection’’, 51 and adding the refinement that ‘‘when it comes
to the selection or arrangement of information, creativity
inheres in making non-obvious choices from among
more than a few options’’. 52

The alignment process is too mechanical to contribute to a finding of original selection and arrangement
under any standard that requires more than labour,
although it can be argued that there is some skill
involved in manipulating the alignment tool. However,
there is no judgment, and certainly no creative choice.
The post-editing process may be relevant. Correction of typographical errors in the source or target texts
will not suffice in Canada or in the United States to
attract the protection of copyright. 53 The deletion of
redundant cells from the database is unlikely to be considered sufficiently creative, either. However, it requires
considerable skill and judgment to identify other kinds
of noise that could be removed from the database to
improve its performance. Such an exercise necessarily
involves making non-obvious choices. However, making
one or two such deletions is probably not enough on its
own for the database to qualify for copyright protection.
Paradoxically, even translators who have made extensive
changes of this kind would have trouble demonstrating
their exercises of creative judgment to a court, since they
will necessarily have deleted the evidence! 54
Therefore, for a database to pass the relatively high
U.S. standard, a party would have to demonstrate that
non-obvious choices were made in the initial selection of
texts. One might argue that the originality standard
applies to the ‘‘selection and arrangement’’ and not to
the ‘‘selection or arrangement’’ of a compilation.
Requiring creativity in both seems excessive, and the
Second Circuit did use ‘‘or’’ in the passage cited above, 55
but the interpretation may vary in different jurisdictions
or over time.
If original arrangement is required in addition to
original selection, meeting the standard will be more
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difficult, but perhaps not impossible. Because TM tools
generally scan the archived texts for matches in the order
in which they are entered, a tool’s performance could
conceivably be enhanced by entering the texts in order
of relevance. This would arguably constitute a creative
arrangement of information in the database. The
problem is that relevance can only be measured in relation to the new text that one is trying to translate, so the
argument will only hold in those cases where the
database has been built with a specific job in mind. This
does occur, but the argument does not hold if the same
database is used for future jobs, in which case the order
of relevance may be different. Furthermore, any improvement in the TM’s performance will be trivial unless the
database is extremely large.
In conclusion, databases will fall along a wide spectrum of originality. Whether a given TM qualifies for
protection will depend on whether the relevant jurisdiction applies a sweat-of-the-brow standard, or a more rigorous standard such as Canada’s non-trivial skill and
judgment standard, or the U.S. requirement of at least a
minimal degree of creativity. It will also depend on how
much judgment was required to select the texts for the
database, and possibly whether creative selection is
enough given the requirement for creative ‘‘selection and
arrangement’’. Unless Canada and the United States end
up with different interpretations of that last point, it
seems likely that the vast majority of cases would lead to
the same result regardless of which of the two standards
is applied.
iv. Identifying the ‘‘author’’ of a database
All works that qualify for copyright protection have
at least one author, a physical person from whom the
work originates, even if that requirement is sometimes
only implicit in the copyright legislation. 56 The Canadian Copyright Act states that ‘‘[s]ubject to this Act, the
author of a work shall be the first owner of the copyright
therein’’, 57 which makes it important to be able to identify him or her. There are some exceptions to the firstowner rule, but these apply to photographs, film, sound
recordings, and communications signals 58 and are not
relevant in the context of TM. In addition to allowing us
to determine the first owner, knowing the identity of the
author or authors is necessary to fix the term of copyright protection. 59
In the case of compilations, our analysis must focus
on Stamatoudi’s second layer of protection. Although the
‘‘facts’’ of the database are gathered by selecting and
arranging literary works, 60 we are not interested in the
authors of those underlying works, only in the people
who exercise judgment in selecting and arranging them.
The issue of initial ownership has been hotly
debated in the translation industry for years, with both
clients and translation providers instinctively feeling that
they have a legitimate claim. 61 The preceding analysis
shows that the initial owner will be whoever performs
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the creative selection of texts at the outset. That might be
either party, or both, depending on the facts of the case.
The Act defines a work of joint authorship as ‘‘a work
produced by the collaboration of two or more authors in
which the contribution of one author is not distinct
from the contribution of the other author or authors’’. 62
v. The role of translation industry contracting
practices
The identity of the author is arguably a moot point
in the translation industry context, since the copyright
will almost invariably end up with the client. We already
see this phenomenon with respect to the translations
themselves: the party paying for the translation will
either acquire the copyright in the translation automatically because the translator is an employee, or will have
the copyright assigned to him or her in the service contract with an independent translation vendor. 63
Ownership of copyright in Canada is governed by
section 13 of the Act, and it includes a specific provision
covering ‘‘work made in the course of employment’’:
13. (3) Where the author of a work was in the employment of some other person under a contract of service or
apprenticeship and the work was made in the course of his
employment by that person, the person by whom the
author was employed shall, in the absence of any agreement
to the contrary, be the first owner of the copyright, but
where the work is an article or other contribution to a
newspaper, magazine or similar periodical, there shall, in the
absence of any agreement to the contrary, be deemed to be
reserved to the author a right to restrain the publication of
the work, otherwise than as part of a newspaper, magazine
or similar periodical. 64

This provision has two important implications: the
first is that employers with in-house translation services
will be the first holders of copyright in the works produced by their employees (whether these be translations
or protectable TM databases), and the second is that
translation service providers with multiple translators on
staff will be the first owners of copyrightable material,
and not the employed translators who actually ‘‘author’’
such materials. 65
Notably, subsection 13(3) does not cover the relationship between a client and a freelance translator or
translation firm. In those cases, translation providers will
be the first holders of copyright in any copyrightable
work they produce for the client. If the client wants to
use the work (beyond use that is permissible under copyright exceptions such as fair dealing), it will have to have
the copyright assigned to it or get a licence from the
holder:
13. (4) The owner of the copyright in any work may
assign the right, either wholly or partially, and either generally or subject to limitations relating to territory, medium or
sector of the market or other limitations relating to the
scope of the assignment, and either for the whole term of
the copyright or for any part thereof, and may grant any
interest in the right by licence, but no assignment or grant is
valid unless it is in writing signed by the owner of the right
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in respect of which the assignment or grant is made, or by
the owner’s duly authorized agent. 66

Assignments of copyright to the client in the translation contract are the norm for the translations themselves, generally at no cost above and beyond the rates
paid to perform the work. A person generally commissions a translation because he or she needs to use it. For
that very reason, the client has a strong argument that
the holder has granted an implied licence even in cases
where assignment is not mentioned in the contract.
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The implied licence argument is not as strong in the
case of protectable TM databases, since they are at least
as useful to the translation provider for future work as
they are to the client, if not more useful. However, clients
generally have considerable bargaining power and can
easily impose a clause asserting that they will own any
intellectual property rights that might be created in the
course of the work. 67 With respect to databases, this may
be because they plan to continue using the TM themselves (for example, by providing it to their other translation providers to improve their speed and consistency),
or because they are worried that some of the confidential
information contained in the source texts in their
database will be leaked to their competitors. 68
On the other hand, there may be cases where
assignment is not dealt with in the contract. Small clients
who need translation services infrequently or who only
deal with a single provider may have no interest in
‘‘owning’’ a TM database. They may not even know that
their translator is using a TM tool, or even what that is.
They just want their translation. In those cases, the translation provider will retain any right in the database that
may have arisen.
The above discussion assumes that the translation
provider is the sole initial owner of the database. If it was
the client who exercised the creative selection of texts, or
participated in a joint creative selection, the right will
arise there first, either alone or jointly with the translation provider.
But even if the translation provider is the sole initial
copyright holder, and even if he or she retains a right in
the translated texts by simply granting a non-exclusive
licence to the client to use them, it is important to
remember that the client holds the copyright in the
source text. (Otherwise, the client would not be entitled
to authorize the translation in the first place.) There is no
reason to imagine that the copyright in the source text
would ever flow to the translation provider. Any use it
wants to make of its databases that contain source texts
owned by its clients would therefore have to respect that
underlying layer of independent copyright protection.
This problem will be explored in more detail in Part
III.C., below.
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vi. Translation memory and the EU sui generis
database right
Many TMs will not qualify for protection under
copyright legislation because they lack originality in their
selection and arrangement. However, they could still
potentially qualify for protection under the sui generis
database right created by Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996
on the legal protection of databases. 69
Databases need not be original to have economic
value. Often, their value lies in the very exhaustiveness
that prevents the selection process from being characterized as original. 70 The sui generis right was developed to
prevent free-riding without extending copyright protection to mere facts. The Directive defines the object of
protection as follows:
Member States shall provide for a right for the maker that
there has been qualitatively and/or quantitatively a substantial investment in either the obtaining, verification or presentation of the contents to prevent extraction and/or reutilization of the whole or of a substantial part, evaluated
qualitatively and/or quantitatively, of the contents of that
database. 71

Note that in the Directive, database makers are only
called authors if they qualify for regular copyright protection. Those who qualify only for the more limited sui
generis protection (or no protection at all) are simply
referred to as makers.
Some translation vendors and clients arguably make
substantial investments in building their TM databases,
so this may be an option for protection in certain jurisdictions (although this right does not yet exist in Canada
or the United States). The term granted is shorter than
for copyright (only 15 years), but because it can be
renewed an unlimited number of times as the database
is updated, it actually has the potential to be perpetual. 72
However, recent decisions related to sporting events
have interpreted the substantial investment requirement
narrowly, excluding any investments that the database
maker has made in the creation of the data itself. In a
case involving British football league fixtures, the Court
of Justice of the European Communities held that
the expression ‘‘investment in . . . the obtaining . . . of the
contents’’ of a database as defined in Art. 7(1) of the directive
must be understood to refer to the resources used to seek
out existing independent materials and collect them in the
database. It does not cover the resources used for the creation of materials which make up the contents of a
database. 73

In a similar case involving the British Horseracing Board,
the Court of Appeal of England and Wales also held that
the database in question was not covered by the sui
generis right on the basis that most of the investment
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had been in the creation of the data as opposed to its
collection or verification. 74
If this continues to be the accepted interpretation, it
will be an obstacle to TM database makers seeking protection under the sui generis database right. TM
databases are generally not developed for their own sake,
but are rather seen as a useful by-product of large investments in translation proper. The most significant part of
the investment in any TM database will be in the creation of the translations that fill it. This is true both from
the point of the translation vendor investing human
resources and the client investing financial resources.

Seq: 8

vii. What does copyright in a translation memory
give the holder?
If one hits the jackpot and qualifies as an author of a
compilation protectable under copyright legislation,
what exactly is the prize? Less than you might imagine.
The holder of copyright in a compilation of facts would
be automatically entitled to the following rights under
the Act: 75
3. (1) For the purposes of this Act, ‘‘copyright’’, in relation to a work, means the sole right to produce or reproduce
the work or any substantial part thereof in any material
form whatever, to perform the work or any substantial part
thereof in public or, if the work is unpublished, to publish
the work or any substantial part thereof, and includes the
sole right
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(f) in the case of any literary, dramatic, musical or artistic
work, to communicate the work to the public by telecommunication,
[. . .]
and to authorize any such acts. 76

The author of the work also gets non-assignable moral
rights under section 14 of the Act (including the right to
the integrity of the work and the right to be associated
with the work), but this is not particularly meaningful in
the context of translation memory. Anonymity is not
unusual in the translation industry, even for translated
texts, 77 so it seems especially unlikely that database compilers would fight for attribution. Even though there may
be some exercise of non-obvious choice involved in
selecting texts, it would be a stretch to call this an expression of the compiler’s personality. Secondly, the concept
of integrity as it applies to novels or paintings has little
meaning in the context of translation databases.
If we limit the analysis to the economic aspects of
copyright, section 3 can be thought of as conferring both
positive and negative rights. The positive rights include
the holder’s exclusive right to produce or reproduce the
whole or substantial parts of the work and the right to
communicate the work to the public. The right to
authorize may be seen as both a positive and a negative
right, since the flip side of a right to authorize is a right to
deny authorization. The copyright holder can therefore
prevent acts of copying that are not covered by the fair
dealing exceptions. 78
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The distinction between positive and negative rights
matters in this context because of the underlying layer of
independently copyrightable material that makes up the
database. Normally the data in a database is simply a
series of unprotectable facts, but as we have already seen,
translation memories are a unique hybrid of database
and collective work with features of each. Because of the
nature of the tool, the ‘‘facts’’ in the database that provide
valuable linguistic information to the translator are
inseparable from the literary works that are loaded into
it, and it is necessary to take the copyright in these works
into account when discussing what can legitimately be
done with a copyright in a translation memory database.
The consequence of this is that the holders of copyright in a TM database will somehow have to deal with
the copyright in all the underlying literary works before
exercising their positive rights, since copying or communicating a TM database necessarily requires copying or
communicating the literary works it contains. They will,
however, be able to exercise their negative rights
(including moral rights, if applicable) regardless of how
many different players hold copyright in the texts.
The negative right to prevent others from copying is
not as robust for databases as for other types of works: 79
because it is the selection and arrangement that are protected and not the underlying facts, one would have to
copy most, if not all, of the database to be found to be
infringing. However, this distinction makes little practical difference here, since potential copiers would have
to copy the entire database to get any use out of it.

C. Non-Infringing Use of Translation
Memory Databases
i. Strategies for overcoming the positive rights
problem
There are four possible strategies for dealing with
the positive rights problem: (a) acquire the rights in all
the works in the database (both source texts and translations) in addition to the right in the database, (b) rely on
the express or implicit consent of all the copyright
holders before copying or communicating the work,
(c) limit one’s uses of the underlying works to those
covered by the fair dealing exceptions, or (d) fill the
database only with materials that are in the public
domain.
Clients are in the best position to overcome the
positive rights problem, since only they have the possibility of acquiring both the database right and all the
rights in the contents. They already have the rights in
any protectable source texts, it is normal industry practice for the translation rights to be assigned to them in
the translation contract, and they have the necessary bargaining power to insist on having any rights in the TM
assigned to them as well, regardless of whether the translation provider would prefer to keep them.
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Because translation providers will almost never hold
the copyright in protected source texts, those who wish
to continue using TMs developed in the course of a
contract will have to rely on one of the other strategies.
There will be no intellectual property limitations, for
example, on the use they can make of databases that
they have created exclusively from materials in the
public domain. When some of the source texts are protected, they may be able to secure licences from the
copyright holders. However, in many cases, this will be
an uphill battle, especially if the holder has an interest in
protecting the information contained in the source texts
from competitors.
The extent to which they are able to rely on the fair
dealing exception will depend on what use they plan to
make of them. I will first review the scope of the fair
dealing and fair use exceptions in Canada and the
United States and then explore whether they might be
relied upon by translators who wish to share 80 their TMs
with others or continue using them internally to assist
with work from other clients.
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ii. The fair dealing/fair use exception
Not all unauthorized use of copyright-protected
material constitutes infringement under copyright legislation. The Canadian Copyright Act provides a closed list
of circumstances under which the unauthorized use of
copyrighted work might be considered ‘‘fair’’: research or
private study, and, subject to certain conditions, criticism,
review, or news reporting. 81
Carys Craig writes that ‘‘[t]he fair dealing defence
performs an integral function within the copyright
system: it permits substantial uses of copyright-protected
works, which would otherwise be infringing, in order to
ensure that copyright does not defeat its own ends’’. 82
The purposes of copyright 83 should therefore be kept in
mind when assessing whether a given use is fair.
Of course, it is possible to make infringing uses of
works even within the Canadian statute’s enumerated
list of activities. The test for whether such use will indeed
be considered ‘‘fair’’, and therefore non-infringing, was
most recently developed by the Supreme Court of
Canada in CCH: it involves balancing a variety of factors,
namely, the purpose of the dealing, the character of the
dealing, the amount of the dealing, alternatives to the
dealing, the nature of the work, and the effect of the
dealing on the work to determine whether the dealing is
fair. 84
The corresponding provision in the U.S. copyright
legislation 85 forgoes the closed list and provides an openended, contextual fair use exception into which any use
considered ‘‘fair’’ could conceivably fall. 86 With the contextual factors elaborated in CCH, fair dealing has
arguably been broadened in Canada to resemble the U.S.
test in substance.
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iii. Using translation memories internally
Before exploring whether internal use of translation
memories might fall under the fair dealing provision, it
will be useful to take a step back and look at the bigger
picture of how translators use the texts themselves after a
translation job has been delivered. Even before the
advent of TM technology, it was not unusual for translators to keep copies of the source texts and their translations for future reference. 87 As I wrote in Part III.B.i.,
keeping an archive of the translations without their corresponding source texts is not particularly useful, and
even if it were, the copyright in the translation is generally assigned to the client. In my experience, this is not
something that is specifically negotiated with clients,
which means that translators are keeping copies of the
source and target texts without their express authorization. The first question we must answer is whether this
practice is justifiable under copyright law.
The mere fact that it is a common business practice
is not a defence on its own. In the words of David Vaver:
‘‘Just because a particular class of users has acted in a
particular way for years without objection does not
mean the usage is legal.’’ 88 However, customary usage
can be a factor supporting an argument of implied
licence.
There is a strong argument for implied licence in
this case, if we look at the translation process. The client
may deliver the source text in hard copy, electronically,
or both, but the translation will almost invariably be
created and delivered electronically, occasionally accompanied by a hard copy. If the source text is delivered
electronically, the first thing that any professional translator will do is make a backup copy. He or she should
also periodically back up the translation in progress,
especially for larger documents. In the second case, there
is no possibility of infringement if the contract stipulates
that copyright in the translation remains with the translator until the work is delivered and paid for. In the first
case, there is implied authorization to copy the source
text; that it is simply part of the job that the translator
has been commissioned to do.
Copyright law prohibits unauthorized copying, not
access, so the only thing that would prevent a translator
from being able to refer to those copies later would be a
clause in the contract stipulating that any copies
remaining in the translator’s possession be destroyed or
returned to the client when the work is delivered. Otherwise, the translator is constrained only by confidentiality
clauses and his or her professional code of ethics from
showing unpublished or internal documents to third
parties.
A client might argue that the translator’s implied
licence to make copies of the source text for the purpose
of delivering the final product includes an implied obli-
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gation to use the work only once, or even to destroy it as
soon as the job is done. This argument is not convincing
with respect to clients who frequently employ the same
translator. One of the main reasons for working with a
single translation provider, apart from being satisfied
with quality, is that it is the best way to ensure consistency across all of one’s translated documentation. It is
unreasonable to expect translators to be able to produce
such consistency by relying on memory alone.
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Even for clients who do not have a regular translation provider, the argument is weak. One of a translator’s
main selling points is experience. Although translators
do gain automatic reflexes with time, requiring them to
do less research for certain terms and sentence structures
they encounter frequently, they still rely on research, and
large archives are one of the best tools for producing the
results desired by the client.
A client may indeed, if asked, agree that it wants any
incidental copies destroyed after the contract, especially
when the documents are sensitive. However, to argue
that it expects translators to do that automatically,
without being asked, is to argue that it expects translators
to destroy the translations they have done for all other
clients as well, or to negotiate each time for a licence to
continue using them. Most clients likely do expect to
benefit from the work a translator has done before.
A similar argument can be made for management
consultants. Depending on the provisions in the contract, a consultant might either keep his or her copyright
in the consulting report or assign it to the client. In the
latter case, although the consultant technically can’t copy
the same report to deliver to a future client, he or she can
certainly adapt the same ideas to the new client’s situation and use the expression necessary to do that. Because
consultants, like translators, are paid for their experience,
it is reasonable to expect that they will keep a library of
past projects to build on in the future.
The preceding analysis can equally be applied to the
act of keeping a TM database created over the course of a
contract. Some clients know that a TM is being created,
while others may be unaware that the translator is using
the technology. However, like making a backup copy,
creating a new copy of the source text in a TM is simply
a step in the process of delivering the speed and quality
that the client is paying for.
What if the translator wants to build a TM from
archived translations after they have been delivered? This
requires making new copies and so could potentially
infringe the client’s copyright. It may not be possible to
get a licence, in which case the translator would have to
rely on fair dealing for any texts that are not in the
public domain.
For the purposes of the Canadian fair dealing test,
such a use would have to be characterized as research or
private study in order to be caught by section 29 of the
Act. In CCH, the Supreme Court of Canada held that
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‘‘[r]esearch must be given a large and liberal interpretation in order to ensure that users’ rights are not unduly
constrained. [. . .] research is not limited to non-commercial or private contexts’’. 89 The Court also held that
research conducted by lawyers for profit constituted
research for the purposes of section 29. By analogy, linguistic research conducted by translators should also be
covered. We can therefore proceed to the balancing stage
of the test, looking at each of the factors listed by
McLachlin C.J. 90

1. Purpose of the dealing
Applying ‘‘ an objective assessment of the
user/defendant’s real purpose or motive in using the
copyrighted work’’ 91 leads us to commercial profit. TMs
are created to increase translation speed, which means
more money for translators getting paid by the word,
and to increase translation consistency, which means
translators can sell their services with a promise of higher
quality products.
2. Character of the dealing
When creating a TM, a single electronic copy of the
full text is made in the database. 92 In bitext-type TMs,
the text will remain whole, but in sentence-type TMs,
the text is ‘‘destroyed’’, leaving only a collection of distinct fragments, which may or may not in themselves
attract copyright protection. 93 The texts copied into the
TM are used in the same way they were before, as a
reference archive, only more efficiently.
The Canadian government has stated that it is a
public policy principle that the Copyright Act ‘‘be
drafted, to the extent possible, in technologically neutral
terms’’. 94 This concern for technological neutrality is
apparent when we look at the inclusion of section 80 of
the Act to cover copying of music recordings for private
use on other platforms, or the Supreme Court’s recent
decision in Robertson, in which it was decided that
newspapers could validly reproduce freelancers’ articles
in CD-ROM format, since the CD-ROMs in question
were found to preserve the essence of the newspaper as a
collective work. 95
If it is indeed fair dealing for translators to keep
reference archives of their previous work, as I argue, the
principle of technological neutrality should allow them
to update these archives into a more efficient format for
the same purposes, even if this requires making incidental copies. Furthermore, this should be true regardless
of whether the texts remain whole or are eventually
fragmented in the database.
3. Amount of the dealing
Generally, the entire work is copied, but as the
Supreme Court points out in CCH, ‘‘[i]t may be possible
to deal fairly with a whole work’’. 96
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4. Alternatives to the dealing
To include a text in a TM, it is necessary to create a
new copy. There is no reasonable alternative. Copying
only part of the text is not as effective, since any part of a
text may contain potentially valuable information for a
translator when aligned with its target-language counterpart. The value of any given fragment of the text cannot
be determined in advance, since it is dependent on its
similarity to unknown future texts.
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5. Nature of the work
The normal motivations for commissioning a translation are the desire to communicate the source text to a
different audience or the desire to understand a foreign
text oneself. In the latter case, the client probably does
not hold the copyright, so the translation can only be
commissioned for uses falling under fair dealing. In the
former case, we may be dealing with texts that are published or are destined for publication, documents
internal to an organization, or correspondence.
6. Effect of the dealing on the work
Copying the text into a TM will not have any effect
on the work, since the translator is not making copies of
anything to which he or she does not already have legitimate access, nor is he or she making copies to provide
access to others.
7. Conclusion
Although it is difficult to establish that copies are
made fairly when the purpose is for commercial gain,
CCH shows that it is possible. A lawyer making copies
for research purposes is not very different from a translator making copies for research purposes. The fact of
copying the entire work, which can also be a sign of
unfairness, is offset in this case by the lack of reasonable
alternative and the complete lack of effect on the client’s
market. All the factors considered together should easily
lead to a finding of fair dealing.
While this is good news for translators, they still
want to maintain good relations with their clients in
order to continue getting their business. If clients feel
that a translator cannot be trusted with their documentation, they will go elsewhere. However, as long as translators take adequate steps to protect the information, they
have met their obligations. If a client wants to maintain
tighter control over sensitive information, it can always
take steps to include provisions for the destruction of
copies in the contract. Translators are not in the best
position to know what is sensitive and what is not, so it
should not be their responsibility to suggest this. They
should, however, treat all documents that they archive
with or without authorization as though they are of the
utmost secrecy.
A client who tries to rely on copyright purely as an
extra weapon to protect confidential information is
using it in a way that is in direct conflict with copyright’s
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stated purpose, particularly in North America. Sunny
Handa writes that one of the earliest purposes for copyright legislation was actually to provide an effective
method of state censorship in 16th-century England. 97
However, we have since rejected this in favour of theoretical underpinnings that are diametrically opposed to
the original purpose. He describes Canada’s social utility
model for justifying copyright as a system whereby
‘‘authors are granted limited rights through a system of
copyright protection in order to optimally encourage
(i) the creation and (ii) the dissemination of their works,
with goal of maximizing social utility’’. 98 Social utility in
this context is defined as knowledge and progress. 99 To
allow clients to protect their sensitive information
through copyright instead of more appropriate mechanisms like contract would be to turn back the clock to a
16 th -century justification that runs counter to our
society’s needs.
Finally, even if keeping copies for internal use and
copying them to create translation memories constitutes
fair dealing, care will have to be taken in defining what
constitutes ‘‘internal’’ use. Solo freelancers and small partnerships are easy cases. For larger translation firms,
internal use probably covers all employees. However,
sending the database to a subcontractor may not be
considered acceptable. Bringing subcontractors on-site
and providing them with access to the memories might
be acceptable from a purely copyright perspective,
although care would have to be taken not to breach
confidentiality.
iv. Copying translation memories for other clients
or translators
Because of the potential of carefully stocked TM
databases for increasing translation speed and improving
translation quality, they have value in the translation
marketplace. Translation providers may therefore be
tempted to sell their memories, sell licences for their use,
or pool their memories with those of their colleagues.
While they are free to do so when the TM is
stocked only with public-domain content, they would
not be able to make copies of protected texts for this
purpose, since it would fall outside of the closed list of
acceptable dealings in subsections 29 to 29.2.
(Remember our assumption that someone else holds the
copyright in at least the source text.)
There may still be a chance that an application of
the more open-ended contextual test in the U.S. legislation would lead to a finding of fair use, although this
seems unlikely if the complete texts are copied and communicated to others for direct profit. On the other hand,
the fact that the translator is generally not competing in
the same market might influence the final outcome. A
factor that could further complicate this issue is the fact
that a collection of unilingual texts (called a ‘‘unilingual
corpus’’) of a particular type or on a particular topic may
be a valuable source of information, linguistic or other-
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wise, in its own right. Since a bitext-type TM also happens to be two unilingual corpora ‘‘glued’’ together, so to
speak, it is possible for a TM to be used in a way that
competes more directly with the original authors in the
markets of their source texts, even if that is not the
translator’s intent at the time of sale.
However, even without such competition, there
may be an unreasonable negative effect on the client if
sensitive source texts end up in the hands of competitors.
If the documents have not already been made publicly
available by the client, the action is likely to constitute a
breach of the translator’s obligation of confidentiality.
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The above arguments are most clearly applicable to
bitext-type TMs, but it is worth re-examining the question looking specifically at sentence-type TMs. Although
a full copy of a text is made when entering it into the
database, it is subsequently ‘‘chopped up’’ into smaller
fragments. These fragments are usually at the sentence
level, although they may also consist of headings or list
items. 100
It is likely that the client’s copyright in the whole
text does not subsist in these fragments. There might be
some exceptions to this, although David Vaver clearly
thinks not: ‘‘The occasional hyperbole to the contrary —
that the taking of even a single sentence from the likes of
a Dickens or a Shakespeare may infringe — is simply
nonsense.’’ 101 However, Vaver was writing about taking a
single sentence for use in a new context. A sentence-type
TM creates a wholly different scenario, since all the fragments of the whole text are in there somewhere, and
although the user can only refer to one at a time, copying
the TM still means copying the whole text (minus a few
redundant or otherwise useless fragments that may subsequently have been deleted from the database).
Further complicating the matter is the fact the fragments are stored in their original order, and it may be
possible to reconstruct the text by looking at the fragments in the alignment tool. 102 One company avoids this
problem by using scrambling algorithms, 103 although
this is only viable after any misalignments have been
corrected.
Finally, even if the client cannot claim copyright in
any single sentence or fragment, it is possible for a single
sentence to contain confidential information: ‘‘And the
CARAMILK secret is . . . .’’ Translators could arguably
remove all confidential sentences from the database
before sharing it with others, but what a client considers
sensitive will not necessarily be so obvious to an outsider
in every case. Translators have an incentive to make the
database more valuable by including as much linguistic
information as possible and so may not always err on the
side of caution. Clients have no incentive to spend
resources for the benefit of the translator by going
through the texts and flagging what they consider truly
confidential. They are most likely to say that everything
is confidential, leaving the translator no further ahead.
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All of these factors taken together seem to indicate
that this second use of translation memories is impermissible under any circumstances without the authorization
of the holder of copyright in the texts.

IV. Promoting Translation Memory
Reuse
A. Why Translators Want To Reuse
Translation Memory

W

hile the above result will come as no surprise to
translators, they will nonetheless find it frustrating. The global demand for translation is increasing
sharply in the information age without a corresponding
increase in the number of translation professionals. 104
Increasing the number of bitexts in circulation would
ease some of the growing pressures on the industry by
allowing the existing professionals to meet the demand
more quickly. Suzanne Topping has described the need
for such pooling, while recognizing the significant obstacles to making it a fully legal and ethical reality. 105
Vaver argues that lawyers should not be able to
make infringement claims against their colleagues in the
profession for using their forms (see the text accompanying note 106, below). Even if they technically have
copyright in something original they have created, it goes
against the spirit of the profession and would not be in
the public interest to enforce it. In support of his argument, he cites sociologist R. Greenwood:
The ethics governing colleague relationships demand behaviour that is cooperative, equalitarian, and supportive. Members of a profession share technical knowledge with each
other. Any advance theory and practice made by one professional is quickly disseminated to colleagues through the
professional associations. The proprietary and quasi-secretive
attitudes toward discovery and invention prevalent in the
industrial and commercial world are out of place in the
professional. 106

This analysis seems equally accurate when applied to the
translation profession, 107 as does Vaver’s following observation:
The second lawyer, if he is doing his job, does not simply
copy the form; he decides whether and how far it suits his
client’s purposes and tailors it accordingly. This involves a
separate exercise of professional skill and judgment. 108

Translators can best serve all of their clients if they have
extensive ‘‘precedents’’ to work with. 109 Every job is a
new context, however, and the professional must consider even identical passages carefully before inserting
them into a new text.
A central concept in understanding the conflicting
motivations of clients and translators, alluded to in
Greenwood’s passage above, is the fact that the same text
has value to both parties, but for completely different
reasons. Clients value the text for the ideas it contains; to
them, the expression is usually little more than a vehicle
for those ideas. Translators value the text for the expres-
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sions it contains, particularly when they are connected to
linguistically equivalent expressions in another language;
to them, the ideas are usually little more than a vehicle
for those expressions. Ironically, the less valuable a passage is to the client, i.e., because it is a banal statement
lacking novelty, the more valuable it will probably be to
a translator, who prizes phrases and structures that are
likely to reappear in a variety of contexts.
It is true that expressions, as opposed to ideas, are
the very things that copyright protects. 110 However, if a
new client happens to say the same thing as the old
client in a new text (not uncommon outside of literature,
especially at the sentence level), it would be nonsensical
to claim that the translator must now find a different
way to translate it just because the client holds a copyright in the first translation. If that were true, clients
could also try to enjoin other translators from using
‘‘their’’ particular translation of the same phrase.
Although there may potentially be dozens of ways to
translate even a short phrase, 111 there may only be a few
‘‘best’’ ways, and maybe only one or two good ways in a
given context. It would be contrary to public policy to
fence these off.
To summarize, translators recognize their clients’
ownership of the source texts and even the target texts
for which they have assigned the rights. It is understandable that clients would interpret the impulse to continue
to use, and especially to sell, those texts as an attempt to
free-ride, particularly when clients have spent significant
resources developing multilingual terminology for
emerging markets. Translators, on the other hand, are
interested in a ‘‘layer’’ of the text that they instinctively,
and most likely correctly, feel cannot be owned by
anyone. On that logic, what can justifiably prevent them
from gathering mere ‘‘facts’’ together into an original
database and using it for their own purposes? Surely not
copyright. But it is difficult to separate the ‘‘layer’’ of text
that is valuable to the translator from the ‘‘layer’’ that is
valuable to the client. For reasons explained above, this is
not fatal to unauthorized internal use. However, the
combined effects of the client’s copyright and the translators’ confidentiality obligations do justifiably prevent the
unauthorized sharing of translation memories with
others.

B. A Brief Economic Analysis of
Translation Memory Reuse
Translation memories are a valuable economic
resource, and because they are designed to be used by
translators, it is translators who can make the most efficient use of that resource. Even clients who recognize the
reuse potential instead of simply wanting to protect
information must hand over the databases to translators,
in-house or otherwise, in order to get any value from
them. However, the division of rights in different layers
of the memory among different parties seems to prevent
efficient use at the outset. If the desired outcome is that
translators end up with access to the TM database
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without constraints on copying, is there a way of reallocating rights to achieve this?
The Coase theorem states that ‘‘when transaction
costs are zero, an efficient use of resources results from
private bargaining, regardless of the legal assignment of
property rights’’. 112 Because transaction costs are usually
higher than zero, a useful corollary to the Coase theorem
is that ‘‘when transaction costs are high enough to prevent bargaining, the efficient use of resources will
depend on how property rights are assigned’’. 113 This
realization led Cooter and Ulen to formalize a principle
they call the normative Coase theorem: ‘‘Structure the
law so as to remove the impediments to private agreements.’’ 114
Because the rights in the various layers arise in two
different places, a transfer of some kind will be necessary
to ‘‘herd’’ them all together. At first glance, it might seem
that transaction costs for such a transfer are indeed near
zero. The parties do not need to spend resources locating
one another, since they are already in a business relationship based on a translation contract. All that is required
for the transaction to occur is the addition of a clause or
two to a contract already under negotiation. But if this is
the case, how can we explain the fact that the intellectual
property is still ending up with the ‘‘wrong’’ party?
The flaw in this analysis is that it fails to take into
account the double aspect of the value of the text. As was
discussed in the previous section, the texts contained in
the TM database are valuable to translators as a mass of
examples of language use, particularly when linked to
examples of how they have been translated in the past.
But each source text is also valuable for the ideas it
expresses, and each translation for the expression of
those same ideas in a form that can reach a different
audience. The clients are in a better position to make
efficient use of that aspect of the text, creating a stronger
force directing toward them those rights that originate
with the translator.
Since there are two definitions of ‘‘efficient use’’ at
play, we cannot necessarily rely on the modified Coase
theorem to justify reassigning the right in the source text
to the translator. Such a solution would rightly conflict
with our intuition. However, translators are not necessarily worse off as a result of this ‘‘flow’’. It just so happens
that the rights are travelling in the necessary direction, at
least initially.
Although we ultimately want TMs to end up back
in the hands of translators, the TMs must go ‘‘through’’
the client first. Pooling all the rights in the hands of a
single party is a necessary prerequisite for later reuse of a
database by translators who were not involved in its
creation. Once the client has all the rights, restrictions
imposed by competing layers of the database disappear,
and the client can copy and distribute freely.
The real problem in the current system is not that
private bargaining results in the rights flowing in the
wrong direction. Rather, another factor comes into play
to prevent the now ‘‘unshackled’’ database from then
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finding its way into the hands of other translators, the
most desirable destination from an efficiency point of
view. This factor is the client’s lack of incentive to filter
out confidential information and release the remaining
linguistic information into the broader translation marketplace. If we want to intervene to promote efficiency, it
is this factor that requires correction.
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C. An Efficient Solution
Jost Zetzsche is the founder of TM Marketplace, a
limited liability company whose raison-d’être is to make
just such a correction. Zetzsche writes that some clients
already recognize the potential value of internal reuse of
TMs, but he adds that they ‘‘could astronomically multiply the value of these assets as the only party with legal
standing to share these TM assets with other parties’’. 115
One difficulty with convincing translation clients to
participate as vendors in the market for TMs is that they
are not in the business of selling language products and
services. They buy language products and services in
order to help them sell other products and services. They
would have to dedicate resources to cleaning up the
databases to rid them of confidential information and
start working outside of their usual client network.
Somebody has to make this worth their while.
TM Marketplace promises clients an instant network of potential licensees, technical assistance with
making their TMs fit for outside commercial use, and
advice on setting appropriate licensing fees. There is little
risk to the client, who only pays transaction fees to TM
Marketplace for successful transactions. 116 This lowering
of transaction costs to both the client and the end users
of the TM database should allow private bargaining to
do its job and get the databases into the right hands.
Clients may never have an incentive to sell the databases
outright, but translators only need a licence to make
efficient use of them. This scenario represents one effective solution to a complex problem.

V. Conclusion: the Policy
Perspective

W

ith Part IV rounding out the picture of how TM
databases currently are or could be used in the
translation industry, we should take one final look at the
TM ownership puzzle, this time from a policy perspective. The preceding discussion was an attempt to answer
the question, ‘‘Who, if anybody, should own TM?’’ What
follows is an attempt to answer a slightly different question: ‘‘Should anybody own TM?’’
Under the current regime, nobody will be granted
copyright in a non-original TM database, although
various parties may own its contents. Which databases
are original must be determined on a case-by-case basis,
looking in particular at the judgment exercised during
the selection of the texts. It is possible to consider some
databases to result from original selection and arrange-
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ment. However, we should only extend copyright protection to these if doing so advances the purposes of the
copyright regime.
Vaver challenges our modern tendency to claim
‘‘that anything that might be of use to somebody is
potentially valuable and should be turned into a commodity; and if commodified, it almost goes without
saying that it should be protected’’. 117 He adds: ‘‘The idea
that some creative work needed no protection, because it
would occur anyway, was not [always] as heretical as
copyright campaigners would make it seem today.’’ 118
Desirable creative work will ‘‘occur anyway’’ if free-riding
can be sufficiently prevented through mechanisms
already in place (e.g., contract, tort, or technological protection measures) or if there is sufficient incentive to
create despite the possibility of free-riding.
TMs are databases of unprotectable facts inextricably connected to protectable texts, so the copyright
protection that already exists in the content layer of the
database already does most of the work. The facts cannot
be copied because they also happen to be texts. Protection is also available through contract and technological
limitations to access.
Would there be adequate protection for original
selections and arrangements of texts and translations
drawn exclusively from the public domain? These could
be valuable, and their creation and dissemination should
be encouraged. But translation memories are not created
for their own sake; they are created because they will be
useful for a specific job or series of jobs. This means that
even a TM filled with public-domain texts will be created anyway, regardless of the reduced protection. Under
the circumstances, granting copyright protection would
only make the database harder to disseminate in the
short term, and so is not justifiable from a policy perspective. 119
There seems to be no good reason to grant copyright in the database as a compilation. While a TM may
not have an ‘‘owner’’ in the legal sense, its de facto owner
will be the one who owns the contents, or controls the
licensing. If the industry can continue to operate effectively without a compilation right, it should not be
granted.
It is time to stop asking, ‘‘Who owns TMs?’’ Instead,
we should look for ways to make the most efficient use
of our language resources while respecting the legitimate
interests of all stakeholders, including the clients, the
translators, and the general public. First, I would recommend that clients learn to profit from their potentially
valuable linguistic assets by licensing their TMs to translators who can use them. Second, I would recommend
that translators who have created TM databases for clients be allowed to continue using them internally under
the fair dealing provisions, provided that they do everything necessary to meet their non-disclosure obligations.
It is possible for everyone to benefit.
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Figure 1: In SDL-Trados, an example of a sentence-type TM tool, each cell consists of a pair of corresponding sentences or sentence fragments. The second window at the top of the screen illustrates the
content of a single cell. The top window shows the sentence from the new text to be translated that is
being compared to the contents of the database. The full new text is shown in its word-processing
program in the bottom half of the screen.
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Appendix: Illustrations of TM Tools

Figure 2: In MultiTrans, an example of a bitext-type TM tool, a single ‘‘cell’’ of the database consists of a
complete bitext, as illustrated in the two linked windows on the right side of the screen. The source text
is shown in the top window and the target text in the bottom.
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Figure 3: WinAlign, the alignment tool that comes with SDL-Trados, generates alignments between
source and target sentences automatically, but misalignments can be corrected manually.
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